Abstract: This paper is intended to explore the application of the logit model in the Soekarno-Hatta Malang bridge traffic jam. Logit model is a model which uses regression technique to estimate the probability that an event occurs or not. The data which is used in this paper is the vehicles data. The vehicles are classified by heavy vehicles (trucks, buses, etc), light vehicles (sedan, pick-up, etc), motorcycles, and unmotorcycles. The result of this research is 66.8% of motor vehicle will cause traffic jam and 66.9% of unmotor vehicle will cause traffic jam.
Introduction
Congestion is a condition on road networks that occurs as use increases. Congestion is characterized by slower speeds, longer trip times, and increased vehicular queueing. When vehicles are fully stopped for periods of time, this is known as a traffic jam.
Congestion occurs when a volume of traffic generates demand for space greater than the available road capacity. There are a number of specific circumstances which cause congestion; most of them reduce the capacity of a road at a given point or over a certain length, or increase the number of vehicles required for a given volume of people or goods.
Traffic jam is the main problem in the city. Thing that makes traffic jam so big and complex is the unequal increase rate of street width and the increasing of vehicles significantly on the private vehicles.
II. Objective
This paper intends to apply logit model to estimate the probability that Soekarno-Hatta Malang bridge traffic jam occurs or not by predicting a binary dependent outcome from a set of independent variables. The independent variables are heavy vehicles (trucks, buses, etc), light vehicles (sedan, pick-up, etc), motorcycles, and unmotorcycles.
III. Problem Formulation
Based on the objective, the problem formulation is stated as follows: how to apply the logit model to Soekarno-Hatta Malang bridge traffic jam problem?
IV.
Problem Limitation 1. The application of the logit model is in the Soekarno-Hatta Malang bridge traffic jam problem. 2. The data used in this paper is the number of vehicles which came from Mayjen MT Haryono street, made uturns at Soekarno-Hatta street, and headed to Mayjen DI Panjaitan. 3. The vehicles are classified by heavy vehicles (trucks, buses, etc), light vehicles (sedan, pick-up, etc), motorcycles, and unmotorcycles. 4. The data was taken from 6.00 to 16.00.
V. Importance of the Study
This paper is expected to be the comprehensive approach to make the mathematical model about traffic jam at Soekarno-Hatta street. The result of this study is expected to be used by decision maker to solve the traffic jam problem at Soekarno-Hatta street.
VI. Logit Model
The logit model was introduced by Joseph Berkson in 1944, who coined the term. Logit model is a model which uses regression technique for the analysis. This model estimates the probability that an event occurs or not by predicting a binary dependent outcome from a set of independent variables. Logit model can also be called logistic model. They are one and same thing.
First of all we would like to have the probabilities depend on a vector of observed covariates = . The simplest idea would be to let be a linear function of the covariates, say = , where = a vector of regression coefficients.
One problem with this model is that the probability on the left-hand-side has to be between zero and one, but the linear predictor on the right-hand-side can take any real value, so there is no guarantee that the predicted values will be in the correct range unless complex restrictions are imposed on the coefficients.
A simple solution to this problem is to transform the probability to remove the range restrictions, and model the transformation as a linear function of the covariates. We do this in two steps. First, we move from the probability to the odds. Logit model work with odds rather than proportions. The odds are simply the ratio of the proportions for the two possible outcomes.If is the proportion for one outcome, then − is the proportion for the second outcome.
Second, we take logarithms, calculating the logit or log-odds and the general form of the simple logit model is
where is the binomial proportion, is the independent variable, 0 and 1 are the parameters of the logit model.
VII. Data
The image below shows the trip from Mayjen MT Haryono street to Mayjen DI Panjaitan street.
Image 1 The Trip from Mayjen MT Haryono street to Mayjen DI Panjaitan street Soekarno-Hatta bridge is the bridge which is located in Soekarno-Hatta street Malang. This street has many branches of road where vehicles can make u-turns. A u-turn is a turn made by a vehicle in the shape of a U, resulting in a reversal of direction. Many vehicles make u-turns in the rush hour. The vehicles which make uturns are the vehicles which pass Mayjen MT Haryono street, make u-turns at Soekarno-Hatta street, and head to Mayjen DI Panjaitan street. These vehicles often make a traffic jam in the rush hour. We identify that rush hour is from 6.00 to 16.00. So the data taken below is vehicles data from 6.00 to 16.00. The vehicles are classified by heavy vehicles (trucks, buses, etc), light vehicles (sedan, pick-up, etc), motorcycles, and unmotorcycles. HV stands for heavy vehicles, LV stands for light vehicles, MC stands for motorcycles, and UM stands for unmotorcycles. Table 5 The Number of Vehicles from 6.00 to 16.00 Table 6 The Number of Vehicles in 1 Second Table 9 The log Odds
VIII. Computation
We can interpret as the log odds of a motor vehicle seen as causing traffic jam is 0.700 and the log odds of an unmotor vehicle seen as causing traffic jam is 0.702. The logit model is log J = 0.700 + 0.002V.
The model above is the Soekarno-Hatta Malang bridge traffic jam prediction. The predicted traffic jam can be interpreted as the predicted probability of traffic jam for the given vehicle. Therefore the parameter 0.700 gives the log odds of a motor vehicle seen as causing traffic jam and 0.002 shows how these log odds differ for unmotorcycle.
Odds Table 10 The Probabilities We can convert odds to probabilities. That is, the model predicts 66.8% of motor vehicle will cause traffic jam and the model predicts 66.9% of unmotor vehicle will cause traffic jam.
IX. Conclusion
1. The logit model for the Soekarno-Hatta Malang bridge traffic jam prediction is log J = 0.700 + 0.002V. 2. The model predicts 66.8% of motor vehicle will cause traffic jam and the model predicts 66.9% of unmotor vehicle will cause traffic jam.
